F O R A B S O L U T E LY S H A R P R E S U LT S

The professional sharpening of knives is
an important element in preparing foodstuffs. And no longer just a matter for
professionals.
A lot of private households have discovered cooking and developed a need for highquality cooking utensils. And to every
good set of knives belongs a corresponding knife-sharpener.
Whether classic or modern, oval or round,
steel, diamond or ceramic - the product
diversity of FLÜGEL CSS fulfils (almost)
every wish.
This leaflet also includes an interactive
DVD containing a portrait of us. You will
learn something of our philosophy, our
production as well as the products and
their professional application.

Easy to remember:
placement of a logo
in the end cap.

PREMIUM SYSTEM HANDLE 9800
Our latest product is the 9810 resp. 9811
series. These modern handle-variations
are an optically perfect match for a large
number of knife series in all different
designs. The plastic handle has excellent
ergonomics and is extremely robust.
NEW

9810-250

NEW

9811-761

NEW

9811-818

Contrary to the smooth end cap of the
9811 model, the 9810 possesses a movable
hanger loop. End pieces and guard plates
are made of high-grade zinc diecast in a
fine, silver-coloured look.
The 9810 and 9811 handles are available
in a large number of variations with different lengths:
- round
- oval
And for very blunt knives:
- diamond coating
- ceramic coating
- full ceramic
In addition, the smooth and well-shaped
end cap of the 9811 series is excellently
suited for the embossing of a company
logo.

SHARPENING STEEL INNOVATIONS
Our product range is being constantly improved,
taking current trends and quality standards into
consideration.
Every sharpening steel that we make stands out
due to the exclusive use of high-quality materials.
The result is a very high lifespan and reliability.
For example, our standard sharpening steel is

magnetised in order to safely catch the metal particles that fall off during sharpening. Our product
range comprises around 1,000 products.
And if the product you require is not included, we
can talk about it …

SHARPENING SYSTEMS

PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

A large number of lovers of fine
Knife-sharpeners 1000 and 2000:
knives like to sharpen them on a
now new with Carborundum addition
stone. Our sharpening stones stand for a faster sharpening result.
for the highest material quality and
are available in two versions:
400/1000 and 1000/3000. Suitable
2000
for water.
1000

The unique ceramic knifesharpener Precision stands
for fast, effective and dry
sharpening. Easy operation
and secure hold also convince
users of classic sharpening
stones.

4510-182

FLEXIBILITY
On examination of our product range, it occurs again
and again that customers express special needs.
Our flexible production process also leaves enough
leeway for special solutions. Do you require another
length or a coloured handle, an extended blade protection or special embossing? We are pleased to
advise you in more detail in a personal meeting.
PROGRESS
Our development department is constantly on the
lookout for improvements. New materials are regularly checked for their durability. That way, existing
and proven systems are also continuously receiving
a modification.

4011-180

4610-202

The new knife-sharpener Vulkanus®
is even suitable for sharpening
blades with a serrated edge.
5511-260

PRODUCT RANGE
We have been producing sharpening systems for
over 30 years - one of the world's largest assortments. And many of the leading cutlery manufacturers have been trusting in our quality for years.

3500K

EXCLUSIVENESS
We produce a large number of models exclusively.
Besides the pure production, this also includes the
logistic administration of the products if required.
Our development department is delighted to be at
your side in an advisory and supportive capacity
from the first idea onwards. The way to your own,
exclusive sharpening steel can often be faster and
more economical than you think. Take advantage of
our experience in this segment as well.
QUALITY
We guarantee reliable quality from the first to the
last produced piece. Our production processes are
constantly subject to diverse quality controls. Our
laboratory regularly takes samples from day-to-day
production. Each product is checked by hand during
assembly.
PRIVATE LABEL
We are pleased to provide our products with an individual logo imprint, also multicoloured.
A corresponding stamp in the steel is also possible.
Diverse packaging solutions extensively round off
the range of offers.

POCKET SHARPENING STEELS
0240

8011-250

0130

These handy sharpening steels have the identical
qualities as their big brothers. Suitable for hunting and penknives, they also enable high-grade
sharpening for leisure applications.

0350

7102-815

0003-140

CERAMIC SHARPENING STEELS
3200-960

Our ceramic sharpening steels have a very lavish
finish. The special attachment of the rod in the
handle guarantees safe handling.

The ceramics used are optimally geared to current
needs: light, durable and with a homogenous
structure. Recommended for very blunt knives.

3000-200
3510-9760
3000-250

6911-9810

3100
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